
 

Across 
1 Parent thanks religious schooling for Grand 
One in the sky (8) 
5 Artist gives up right for wife to avoid (6) 
9 Prince and Princess of the French in the sky 
(8) 
10 Have too much? Could result be OD? (6) 
12 Tunnel vision restricting rock 'n' roll 21 
across (5) 
13 Tea at home with post for flexible protection 
(5,4) 
14 Rugby supporter? (4) 
15 Gangster gets year for a quiet 21 across in 
the 9 (7) 
19 Phones to explain where orbiting features 
are in relation to Saturn? (5,2) 
21 Head swapped heads in the sky (4) 
24 Hires houses, or, that is, lines up again (9) 
26 Await, trembling, a 21 across in 1 across (5) 
27 Welcome, Bob, I am Una! (3,3) 
28 Lady at Scotland Yard's in command, that's 
airtight (8) 
29 At home, healthy to breathe (6) 
30 See 20 Down 

Down 
1 Animal, for example - my left hand's up the 
favourite (6) 
2 Where the King is? (6) 
3 Causes to feel certain about when Sue's about 
right (9) 
4 Patricia and Lorde get together for a joint (7) 
6/21 I stress out about having an equal chance 
of an alternative name for 9 (5,7) 
7 Marx hoarded silver? No, that was Molière's 
miser (8) 
8 See 22 
11 I'm a 21 across in the 9 after your leader 
replaced me (4) 
16 Charles beginning to cut up article daily (9) 
17 Ruin a rug woven for a 21 across in 1 across 
(8) 
18 At home a great deal, to a certain extent (8) 
20/30 Soon up in arms over difficult starter 
(4,8) 
21 See 6 
22/8 Bury in c-court, with s-stories to keep you 
warm (6,8) 

23 Powder of aluminium with copper in(tm)? (6) 

25 Badly holding sodium - could be totalled 
(2,3) 
 

 


